Local delivery of recombinant vaccinia virus expressing secondary lymphoid chemokine (SLC) results in a CD4 T-cell dependent antitumor response.
Secondary lymphoid chemokine (SLC) attracts mature dendritic cells (DCs) and naïve T cells. Co-localization of these cells within local tumor environments may enhance the induction of tumor-specific T cells. However, the presence of danger signals or other DC maturation signals are required to optimize T-cell priming. We hypothesized that expression of SLC in vaccinia virus would provide local chemokine delivery and adjuvant factors. A recombinant vaccinia virus expressing murine SLC (rVmSLC) was constructed and characterized. SLC expression was confirmed by Western blot analysis and functional activity was determined by in vitro chemotaxis assay. Supernatants from rVmSLC-infected cells attracted CD4 T cells, and also induced the migration of CD8 T cells and DCs. Although poxviruses are known to express several chemokine-binding proteins, systemic injection of rVmSLC was well tolerated in mice up to a dose of 1 x 10(7) pfu and did not significantly alter vaccinia-specific T-cell immunity. Local injection of rVmSLC into established tumors derived from the murine colon cancer line, CT26, resulted in enhanced infiltration of CD4 T cells, which correlated with inhibition of tumor growth. The central role of CD4 T cells was further demonstrated by loss of anti-tumor activity in CD4 T-cell depleted mice. Intratumoral delivery of SLC using a poxviral vaccine extends the use of SLC in anti-tumor therapies and may present an effective alternative for improving the immunotherapy of cancer alone or in combination with other anti-tumor agents for clinical therapy.